Stimulus-frequency-emission group delay: a test of coherent reflection filtering and a window on cochlear tuning.
This paper tests and applies a key prediction of the theory of coherent reflection filtering for the generation of reflection-source otoacoustic emissions. The theory predicts that reflection-source-emission group delay is determined by the group delay of the basilar-membrane (BM) transfer function at its peak. This prediction is tested over a seven-octave frequency range in cats and guinea pigs using measurements of stimulus-frequency-emission (SFOAE) group delay. A comparison with group delays calculated from published measurements of BM mechanical transfer functions supports the theory at the basal end of the cochlea. A comparison across the whole frequency range based on variations in the sharpness of neural tuning with characteristic frequency (CF) suggests that the predicted relation holds in the basal-most 60% of the cochlea. At the apical end of the cochlea, however, the measurements disagree with neural and mechanical group delays. This disagreement suggests that there are important differences in cochlear mechanics and/or mechanisms of emission generation between the base and apex of the cochlea. Measurements in humans over a four-octave range indicate that human SFOAE group delays are roughly a factor of 3 longer than their counterparts in cat and guinea pig but manifest similar trends across CF. The measurements thus reveal global deviations from scaling whose form appears quantitatively similar in all three species. Interpreted using the theory of coherent reflection filtering, the group delay measurements indicate that the wavelength at the peak of the traveling wave decreases with increasing CF at a rate of roughly 25% per octave in the base of the cochlea. The measurements and analysis reported here illustrate the rich potential inherent in OAE measurements for obtaining valuable information about basic cochlear properties such as tuning.